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Abstract
Spontaneous musical improvisation in jazz depends upon a
substantial cognitive scaffolding that enables the real-time
generation of creative structures. This work describes a
computational model that simulates sub-conscious learning
processes through an evolutionary paradigm.

Introduction
This paper focuses on the work of Charlie Parker and
describes a computational model of evolutionary learning
designed to simulate the process of dynamic phase
construction in “off-line” and real-time improvisation.
In order to understand musical improvisation at the
creative level of Charlie Parker we have to understand
something about the generation of complexity. To take
individual notes and combine them in ways that consistently
produce creative music of the highest standard is to
understand something about how simple elements are
organised into complex structures. To sit a monkey at a
piano and expect it to play a solo in the style of Parker is as
amusing as it is improbable. To quote Johnson-Laird (1991):
“ There are many ways to break the rules of any genre:
almost all of them are uninteresting and aesthetically
unappealing. Geniuses need to know more, and to have this
knowledge in a form that can control the generation of new
ideas.”
Clearly anyone listening to a style of music over a
prolonged period will absorb this stylistic knowledge at
different levels. Research in cognitive musicology has
focused on experiential learning Krumhansl (1995), and
Jackendoff (1991) with the aim of understanding how this
process takes place and how this information is used by
listeners to guide their expectations and predict what will
come next. Many simulations in music cognition
incorporate implicitly or explicitly, certain a priori stylistic
knowledge into their models. Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s
(1983) generative theory models what they describe as an
“experienced listener”, and others (Rowe, 1992 and Witten
& Conklin ,1995) pre-program a sense of tonal style into
their systems. Reis (1999) developed a model to determine
how far a system without any a priori stylistic information
could learn about musical style by using context models.
Previous work on music learning has focused on building
music grammars that have tended to be over complex and

rigid (Roads, 1996). Connectionist models have offered
greater flexibility (Page, 1991) but have proved difficult to
analyse. Context models (Witten et al, 1990) extract and
accumulate a set of discrete sequences taken from the
musical surface. Each pattern is then used as a context for
the purpose of matching incoming data and generating
expectations. Context models can learn with experience as
new patterns are added to the database and exiting ones are
reinforced by use of a frequency counter. These are then
used as weights when multiple contexts are activated
simultaneously. Reis implemented his model using
perceptually guided segmentation, whereby data is
segmented according to perceptual cues such as changes in
registral direction or large jumps in pitch or time domains.
Applying his model to 100 Bach chorales he found that
prediction performance improved with experience but
degraded with increasing prediction horizon.
There are a number of problems with this approach as far
as creative musical improvisation goes. Firstly, unless a vast
body of data is used as “learning experience” together with
a complex probabilistic weighting system, the model will
tend to produce very deterministic responses. Even if
weights are used vast numbers of rules would have to be
employed to create different and original phrases that
remained faithful to the musical style, which could easily
render the model computationally real-time intractable. The
main feature of Parker’s improvisation is the fact that it is
not only stylistically consistent but is also creatively
consistent. The ability to surprise and create in that way is
unique to artistic genius.
A second problem for a statistical approach to musical
style is that one can find that anything follows anything else
if one studies enough data. As pointed out by Narmour
“…from an implicative point of view, we say that
style does not exist as a unified, consistent whole. No
sequence of events is a priori the seeming cause of another.”
(Narmour, 1990 p25)
To try and understand the creative generative process in
the work of Parker in greater depth I have however partly
adopted this approach and returned to the source and taken
a much more detailed look at solo construction in the
original work. It is clear that Parker uses a motivic approach
to improvisation but what is not clear is the nature of these
motifs and the way in which they are altered and combined
to create new phrases in real-time. Owens (1974 p17) work
on Parker concludes that Parker’s motives fall into several
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categories. Some are only a few notes long and are
adaptable to a wide variety of harmonic contexts and tend to
be the most frequently used motives, occurring in virtually
every key and piece. Others form complete phrases with
well
defined
harmonic
implications,
and
are
correspondingly rare. Most motives occur on a variety of
pitches, but some are confined to one or two pitch levels. A
few occur only in a single group of pieces or a single key.

EarlyBird
EarlyBird is very similar to “Improviser”, “Virtual Bird”
and “Gene-e” (Hodgson 1989, 1994, 1996) in that it
sequences four tracks of music over MIDI to a sound
module. EarlyBird was originally constructed as an
evolutionary music game program along the lines of
(Dawkins, 1986) Biomorph program. That is to say it
contained a target phrase and random initialisation of eight
“child” tracks from which the user selected two “parents” at
each generation. It uses crossover and a variable user
controlled mutation rate. Each track contains four bars of
music and each bar contains sixteen squares on the x axis
and 12 squares on the y axis. The user can input notes on
the grid using different colours to represent different note
values. The aim of the original program was to allow the
user to evolve the target track, which can be heard but not
seen, in the minimum number of generations.
The problem with this design from the perspective of
understanding the generation of Parker’s music is that it
evolves musical offspring towards one particular target
phrase from which it is impossible to generate more general
knowledge about Parker’s style. In doing this it evaluates on
a note to note basis in the same way as Todd & Werner
(1999) compare “bird song” notes using song transition
tables. This says nothing about interrelations between notes
on a more hierarchical level or in terms of more general
musical structure. The key question in understanding
Parker’s music is how to consistently generate solos that are
in “Parker space” and not just particular instances.
Clearly Parker uses motifs but they are not developed or
applied in a uniform way. In fact they depend very much on
the melodic, harmonic and rhythmic context in which he is
working. It is completely incorrect to suggest that Parker
superimposed a standard set of motives to different
situations. A close examination of his work reveals that
phrases are being crafted to different situations in a way that
must combine motives with a highly creative sensitivity to a
particular situation. I decided to examine much more closely
the identification of motives in Parker’s work. To do this I
focused on one particular tune in Parker’s repertoire. The
rationale for doing this was that firstly, and most
importantly, there are twenty three known recordings of
Parker playing this tune that I had access to. Secondly, I
know and like the tune very much and have myself
improvised on it extensively as an alto saxophonist for the
last thirty years.

Parker’s favourite chord structure in the concert key of G
major is the popular song “How high the moon”.

Figure 1: First two bars of How High the Moon by Morgan
Lewis
As the alto saxophone is pitched in E flat it means any
concert key has to be transposed down a minor third which
places it in E major on the alto. In discussing this tune I will
work in the transposed alto key. This tune is a thirty two bar
tune consisting of two sixteen bar sections forming an “AA”
structure. This tune was widely known by jazz musicians
and played extensively throughout the 1940s and 1950s and
was a tune used by Parker to compose one of his own
original melody “Ornithology”, which is based on the
harmonic changes of “How high the moon”. The title
“Ornithology” refers to Parker’s nickname “Bird” and the
first phrase consists of a classic upbeat Parker statement.

Figure 2: First two bars of Ornithology by Charles Parker
Owens (1974) identifies fourteen of his sixty four
motives as being predominantly used on this tune. In
relation to “Ornithology” he states that the approach to
improvisation is the same on all the recordings he
transcribes over the period because the tempo range is
narrow (between 190 and 230 bpm). The takes are taken
over a six and a half year period (3/46-9/52) during which
Parker must have improvised over this tune countless times.
The structure of the first four bars consist of a two bar
phrase in E major followed by a two bar phrase in E minor,
“Somewhere there’s music, how faint the tune”. As the
structure of the tune is AA these two bars are played twice
per chorus. As there are fifteen choruses in the
transcriptions there are a total of thirty instances where
Parker improvises over the two bars of E major. I decided to
focus in on these two bars and see exactly how Parker
improvised over a small section of E major.
I could only find five motives that Owens identified.
Admittedly, I have only looked at two bars in E major,
whereas Owens applied his motives to the whole tune.
However, this lead me to believe that Owens tended to
identify motives that were too coarse-grained or fully
formed. In fact a proportion of the motives Owens identifies
are motives of one bar or more.
The 30 instances of the first two bars were transcribed and
used as a data set in this research. What is astounding about
these thirty instances is that almost all are completely
different and all extremely melodic. This is an amazing feat
given that most musicians tend to repeat their favourite lines
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on tunes, and perfectly demonstrates why Parker was
considered to be a creative genius. Furthermore, every note
of the chromatic scale is used in the construction of these
tonal phrases at some point. In fact if these two features
were taken as a measure of creativity they could not be
improved upon.
Having identified these 30 phrases in E major I now
considered that I had the opportunity to use these phrases to
try and evolve similar phrases. However, the main problem
was how to extrapolate some kind of generality from this
body of examples, as well as mixing new phrases from an
existing population through crossover and mutation. This
was the process employed in the “Virtual Bird” program
which used ready made variable length phrases taken from
transcriptions in exactly this way to explore the space. It is
also clear, having reviewed the literature, that others who
have tried to generate Parker structure using other
techniques such as neural nets and genetic algorithms have
not had much success as described in Spector & Alpern
(1995) and Biles, Anderson & Loggi (1996).
Taking all thirty examples of Parker improvisations over
the first two bars of Ornithology as a data set of motives
similar in size to those of Owens, I used EarlyBird to
“evolve” new structures using crossover and mutation. The
results however, were variable and in no way exhibited the
fluidity and coherence of the original phrases. I encountered
the same problem as I had with the Virtual Bird program,
which uses a database of Parker phrases but takes them out
of context and applies them in a completely mechanical
way.
Parker had to learn how to play such melodic music and
his musical style is documented as having developed rapidly
over a relatively short period of time (Owens, 1995).
Instead of using statistical techniques to try and extrapolate
structure from musical examples to build complex syntax, I
decided to reduce the level of granularity to the most basic
level I could beyond the single note level. Having done this
I would then be in a position to generate larger structures
from the most primitive, in a way that would maximise the
space of possibilities and hopefully retain the musical style.
I reduced the data set of thirty two bar E major examples
down to a set of some fifty primitive structures. Most of
these are dyads (two note structures) as I wanted to use the
simplest possible structures beyond the individual note
level. These structures are key to this simulation as they
effectively allow the generation of a set of fitness peaks in a
fairly large landscape of 3132.

Figure 3: Example dyadic primitives
Narmour (1990, 1992) posits two inter-dependent
perceptual systems, bottom-up and top-down. In the
bottom-up system pitch intervals vary in the degree of
closure they convey. An unclosed interval is considered
implicative and generates expectancies for the following

realised interval. Narmour considers dyads as unrealised
implications of registral direction and intervallic motion.
They contain initial and terminal tones, either of which
creates the transformational structural tone. Narmour
considers that “Dyads are full-fledged melodic structures,
and, as such, they can occur contiguously in a series…”
(Narmour, 1990 p 398) and he also considers that dyads can
dominate process if the phrasing and context are unusual.
He considers that process tends to dominate dyadic
structuring because in process similarity is strongly
cohesive, and intervallic and registral sequences of
similarity resist disjunction. Qualifying this he states “Thus
it follows that process lying at the defined threshold of
similarity ( i.e. close to differentiation) can become dyadic
if phrasing and context make it so.”([ibid., p401)
If this is the case I reasoned that improvisation could be
seen as a subconscious process of reordering implicative
primitives into larger implicative/realisational structures.
Dyads are implicative and give the largest possible space of
possibilities beyond individual notes or monads.
Melodic and rhythmic information is stored separately in
the program and the pitch information is stored as pitch
classes. The aim now was to connect these primitives
together to form new two bar phrases that were entirely
consistent with Parker’s style.
The idea that for any particular tune, Parker stored a
mental map of primitive dyadic structures that could be
recombined rapidly, is an interesting idea and it needs to be
tested. It could be the case that these structures are not only
different for different tunes but also for different sections of
tunes. The implication is that a huge part of the evaluation is
done pre-improvisation. Jazz musicians spend a vast amount
of time “working over the changes” to particular tunes. This
process is akin to a sculptor paring down a block of wood to
the rough shape of the desired object, or the way in which
theoreticians prune irrelevant ideas. If the improvising
musician already has a set of structures in memory that can
be combined and modified very rapidly in real-time, this
would more easily explain how complex structures can be
built spontaneously.
To test this idea I started by using random numbers to
chain structures together. Instead of relying on the pseudo
random number generator on the computer to generate
pseudo randomness I decided to use lottery numbers to
generate true randomness. From listening to these it was
evident that these phrases were awkward and not what one
would consider, flowing melodic lines. To remedy this
situation I decided to impose some structure from without
and insisted that the pattern chaining process had to follow
one of the melodic contours (ascending, descending) from
the original phrases. The set of primitives was divided into
an ascending, descending and lateral set and each primitive
was scored for the number of repetitions. Random choices
were then selected from only those primitives that were
repeated one or more times. These were also considered
unsatisfactory because there was too much repetition for
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them to sound like Parker. However, interestingly these
fragments sound similar to Ornette Coleman’s compositions
and method of improvising, which of course were based on
his interpretation of Parker, among others.

Figure 4: Random repetitions phrase
I finally decided to use the whole data set and add some
more structure by imposing the rule that primitives should
conform to Narmourian melodic archetypes for continuation
and closure. I consider these to be extremely close to, if not
in “Parker space”. Furthermore primitive selection had to
strictly adhere to the melodic contour. That is to say that if
the contour was DADAA then two descending and three
ascending primitives would be chosen.

Figure 5: Random structured phrase

Analysis
What is interesting to consider is the way in which Parker
manages to create such different but consistently creative
phrases in his improvisations. It is worth considering the
space of possibilities over a two bar section in 4/4. Without
considering rhythm the maximum number of possible notes
(assuming 16th note runs at a fast tempo such as 250bpm+)
over a two bar section is 32. If we assume that all notes on
the saxophone could be played then this gives a total space
of 31 to the power 32 (excluding the altissimo register).
Any note can be one of 31 in 32 different positions. This
gives a space of 5 * 1047 possible phrases. Ten followed by
47 zeros! If we only consider quaver phrases we still have a
search space of 31 to the power 16 or 7 * 1023. If we
consider pitch classes we have a space of 1216 or 10
followed by 17 zeros.
If we conjecture that Parker stored high level information
in the form of dyadic structures then this gives us a search
space of 50 to the power 8. Any structure can be one of fifty
in eight different positions (eight quaver dyads equal two
bars). If this information is stored as ascending (24),
descending (21) and lateral (4) then we have greatly
reduced search spaces. If we assume an equal number of
ascending and descending structures in a two bar phrase
(this is not the case in the solos above) then the space
becomes 24 to the power 4 (331776) for ascending 21 to the
power 4 (194481) descending. If we then apply rules about
the way in which structures can be chained we have a
manageable real-time search space.
In terms of understanding the evaluative processes that act
on real-time selection and modification of structure that I
mentioned at the outset of this chapter I hypothesise that a

vast amount of evaluation is done “off-line”, and in practise
and ongoing performance, whereby only the necessary
information for real-time generation is retained and stored
in an optimal form for creative phrase construction. I further
hypothesise that subconscious information is stored for
particular tunes as pitch classes in relation to tonal centres
as dyadic structures. Furthermore, ascending and
descending structures are stored separately. All these
hypotheses can of course be experimentally tested. I do not
claim that Parker consciously thought of dyads, nor do I
claim to have proved that he ‘thought’ of them
subconsciously. Rather, I claim that if he had done the
latter, I have shown one way in which he could have
generated the music he did.
To arrive at the results I finally achieved I had to make a
significant number of interventions and modifications to the
program. Firstly, the original two bar phrases had to be
decomposed into a set of primitives. Secondly, the chaining
of primitives was unsatisfactory when done randomly, and
ascending and descending constraints were applied. Thirdly,
ascending and descending primitives were separated in
memory and finally Narmourian rules for continuation and
closure were added to obtain more flowing and coherent
lines.
These modifications were made by me, as an
observer/designer, standing outside the program and I find it
difficult, to understand how these structural changes could
have been made by the program, or have emerged from
within the program itself. How could the program even have
acquired a knowledge of what ascending and descending
mean? It had no genetic information regarding such
generalisations and it is extremely hard, if not impossible, to
see how this information could have emerged from within
the program as structured.

Conclusion
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If the output of the EarlyBird simulation is even partially
correct, then it is probable that implicit and explicit learning
in the form of subconscious off-line and conscious real-time
evaluation takes place in the cognitive preparation of
improvised jazz. This work has shown how a space of
possibilities can be genetically specified but will only
produce meaningful output with the addition of intelligent
constraining input. It has shown how a set of primitive
melodic structures can be combined and recombined
according to constraining rules, to effectively search a
stylistic space of possibilities. “Parker space” can be
explored but not transformed (Boden, 1993). How Parker
came up with such a radical transformation of the existing
musical space to produce Bebop, given that his learning
experience had been based upon Swing, is a much more
difficult problem to understand and model. It must be the
case that to radically transform the music to such a degree,
Parker must have provided a highly significant innate
contribution. To quote Narmour:-

“It is, after all, reasonable to imagine the existence of a
range of listeners who would invoke a different set of
similarity/difference rules from those I have advocated in
the implication-realisation model…..what one hears, after
all, depends on how one perceives similarity and
differentiation.” (Narmour, 1992 p359)
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